
Date: Students:
January 6th, 2021 Green Group

Lesson Objective:
-introduction to grapheme <ck> and it’s position in words

Phonemic Awareness
Procedure:
-brief 2-3 minute activity as a warm up
-can be from a program (e.g., a 1-minute Kilpatrick drills from “Equipped for Reading Success”), but should be linked to the current
lesson objective or a review of a previous concept noted to need consolidation

Lesson:
-students struggled to hear /ĭ/ in last lesson during dictation
-reviewed /ĭ/ using grapheme card and multisensory board
-students puts thumb up when they hear /ĭ/ in a word
-dictate the following words:  pig, sit, cup, run, fish, bin, mop, slip, crab

Notes:

Visual Drill – Reading Phonograms
Procedure:
-when shown phonogram card, students say letter name(s) and traces, then gives all associated phonemes (in order of most common to
least common)
-keywords are provided/practiced for newly introduced phonograms and errors
-students state when to use phonograms if appropriate (e.g., use <ck> after a single short vowel, final to a base)

Phonogram Cards:

d/d/                           c /k/ f /f/ g /g/ h /h/ j /dȝ/ k /k/

l /l/ m /m/ n /n/                      p /p/ r /r/ s /s//z/ t /t/

v /v/ w /w/ x /x/ y /y/ z /z/                         a /ă/                        i /ĭ/

o /ŏ/ u /ŭ/

Notes:
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Auditory Drill (oral only)
Procedure:
-teacher says phonogram, students repeats phonogram
-students orally gives names of letters to represent phonogram, from most common to least common (if applicable)
-keywords are used for newly introduced materials and error repair

Phonograms:
/d/ d                       /k/ c, k                 /f/f                                 /l/ l /m/ m /n/n /r/ r /ŏ/ o

/s/ s                        /t/ t /v/ v /x/ x /z/ z, s                          /ă/ a                        /ĭ/ i               /ŭ/u

Notes:

Syllable Work/Work Structure Work
Procedures:
-introduction of new pattern/structure (e.g., closed syllable, -s as plural suffix)
-review of patterns/structures taught
-syllable types can be taught and reviewed here (through games and sorts)
-word building with base and affixes can be reviewed here (through word matrices, games and word sums)

Focus:
-review of “closed” syllable
-students define closed syllable
-students form closed syllable word using tiles:  m, p, s, t, d, h, and i
-have students choose a consonant to follow the <i> - blend and read (eg., “it”)
-students then makes words by adding a beginning letter (e.g., sit, hit, pit)
https://www.flippity.net/ma.php?k=1QUF6GQAs3rw1Ba7of2obwboxwBmV8i9GM4Aric3Z9CI

Notes:

Blending
Procedure:
-teacher places cards on table to create syllables or words
-students identify sounds, then blend sounds together to read words
-teacher lays new cards on top, changing one letter at a time to create new words
-only possible patterns are used

Phonogram Cards used:

d,   c,   f,   g,   h,   k,   l,   m,    n,    p,   r,    s,   t,   a,   i,   o,   u

(note - provide plenty of opportunities for practicing /ĭ/)
Notes:
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Review Words to Read
Procedure:
-words are presented in columns for students to read
-masking card used and moved down after students read each word
-students begin with single syllable words – as lessons progress, multisyllabic words follow

Words to Read:
cat clap cost cast slip kit

mop slam clip trip cot slop
glum must kid cram hit hid
kin in spin rid cot stop

Notes:

Irregular Words
Procedure for Introduction of Irregular Words:
-teacher presents new irregular word and asks student if they can read word (read it for student if they cannot read it)
-discuss the meaning of word (including its grammatical function) and ask student to use it in a sentence
-look at the word’s structure and discuss related words (if applicable)
-map expected graphemes to phonemes and review unexpected parts
-student then reads word, builds word (with tiles or magnetic letters) and writes word for additional practice
Procedures for Review of Previously Taught Irregular Words:
Reading:
-teacher presents words on cards and students read each word
Writing:
-teacher dictates word, students repeat word, students orally spells word, then write word saying each grapheme as it is written

Irregular Words:
-read and spell “the” and “a”
-have students underline the phonemically irregular part of the word:  the, a

Notes:

New Concept
Procedure:
-present a keyword for the new concept to be introduced (e.g., “boy” for <oy>)
-ask students if they can recognize or can read word (read it for them if they cannot)
-underline grapheme - ask students what phoneme is represented by the grapheme
-make a phonogram card for the new concept – have students trace the phonogram while stating the letter names, then give the
phoneme

New Concept:
-introduction to grapheme <ck>
-show the word “duck”  - see if students can read the word - read it for students if they cannot
-segment the word into phonemes - what phoneme does the <ck> represent? (/k/)
-show students a list of words with <ck> vs <k>  and have students sort the words - ask the students what they notice about the words
-see if students can determine when to use <ck> (after a single short vowel)
-duck, pick, tack, sock   vs  milk, junk, silk, sink
-flippity: https://www.flippity.net/ma.php?k=1Wopun4aO4-5mpjzrkZp0I4vLYEK8ror0v5o5AAB5Z38
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Notes:

New Words to Read
Procedure:
-words are presented in columns for student to read
-masking card used and moved down after student reads each word
-students begin with single syllable words – as lessons progress, multisyllabic words follow

pack pick lick lock luck muck
stick puck rock tack nick rack
duck sock kick sick stuck dock
tuck flock mock sack stack wick

Notes:

Phrases and Sentences to Read
Procedures:
-students read each noun, verb, and prepositional phrase
-masking card moved down after students read each phrase
-if error is made or if reading is choppy, students re-read until fluent
-extension - students may choose a phrase from each section and orally compose a sentence with that phrase
-students read sentences, again, students reread until fluent

Lesson Material:
Noun Phrases:
the sad duck
his puck
Tim and Nick
the sick man

Verb Phrases:
did tick
was slick
will pick
hid the pack

Prepositional Phrases:
on the rack
in the pack
on the dock
in his sock

Sentences:
Tim hid the map in the pack.
The fast dog did slip on the slick dock.
Nick did pick up the stick and hit the puck.
The man ran to pick up the lock.
Rick had a rock stuck in his sock.

Notes:
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Auditory Drill (written)
Procedure:
-teacher says phonogram, students repeat phonogram
-students orally give name of letters to represent phonogram, from most common to least common (if applicable), then writes
-keywords are used for newly introduced materials and error repair

Phonograms:
/k/ c, k, ck                           /s/ s                        /t/ t /v/ v /x/ x /z/ z, s                          /ă/ a

/ĭ/ i                                      /ŭ/ u                       /r/ r /ŏ/ o

Notes:

Word Dictation: Simultaneous Oral Spelling
Procedures:
-teacher says word, student repeats word
-if the student knows how to spell the word, student orally spells word first – if correct, student then writes the word and says each
grapheme aloud as they write
-if student does not know how to spell the word, student segments the phonemes, then states the grapheme for each phoneme heard
-student then writes the word and says each grapheme aloud as they write
-when finished writing, student reads word aloud and checks for errors
-if word is more complex (i.e., compound, polysyllabic or base + affix), student identifies each syllable and/or affix and completes above
process, one syllable at a time

Words to Spell:

pin, him, clip, pick, dock, rip, sock, pack

Notes:

Dictate Phrases/Sentences
Procedures:
-teacher says phrase/sentence – students repeat phrase/sentence until they can hold it in memory
-students write phrase independently, implementing strategies practiced in word dictation to support with unknown words
-when finished, students read back all phrases/sentences
-students are taught and use editing checklist such as C.H.O.P.S. (Capitals, Handwriting, Organization, Punctuation, Spelling)

Lesson Materials:
Phrases:
a fat duck
did slip
on the rock
in his sock

Sentences:
The man did slip on the slick dock.
The man had a stick and a puck.
Nick had a map in his pack.
Rick had a nap on the big rock.

Notes:
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Oral Reading of Connected Text (Controlled)
Procedures:
-text presented should only cover concepts previously taught
-review irregular words/challenging words before beginning to discuss structure and vocabulary (check any words that might be
unknown vocabulary, that might have unusual pronunciation, or that are multisyllable and may provide a decoding challenge)
-if error is made or reading is choppy, student rereads until fluent
-discuss text and/or ask questions after reading to ensure comprehension

Text: The Hot Sun
The sun is up and it is hot.
Duck is hot. Dog is hot.
Cat is hot. Pig is hot.
Let’s jump in the pond!
Duck jumps in. Dog jumps in. Pig jumps in.
Cat will not jump in.
Duck is in the pond. Dog is in the pond. Pig is in the pond. Cat has a plan.
Cat has the fan.

Words to Review:
Let’s, will (double <l> may cause confusion if student hasn’t been introduced to BOMP), exclamation mark

Questions:
Why did the animals jump in the pond?
Why do you think Cat will not jump in?
Does Cat have a good plan?

Notes:

Follow Up Games/Activities:
-student is provided with games/consolidation activities for practice after lesson

Activity:
https://wordwall.net/play/9269/600/641 (crossword - ck words with clues)
https://wordwall.net/play/9877/004/681 (sort - ck or k)
https://wordwall.net/play/9389/077/855 (balloon pop - ck picture match with words)

Notes:
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Lesson Notes:
-record key observations from lessons and next steps

Notes:

SyllaSense Publishing
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Student Materials

Review Words

cat clap cost cast slip kit

mop slam clip trip cot slop

glum must kid cram hit hid

kin in spin rid cot stop

New Words to Read

pack pick lick lock luck muck

stick puck rock tack nick rack

duck sock kick sick stuck dock

tuck flock mock sack stack wick
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Phrases and Sentences to Read

Noun Phrases Verb Phrases Prepositional
Phrases

the sad duck

his puck

Tim and Nick

the sick man

did tick

was slick

will pick

hid the pack

on the rack

in the pack

on the dock

in his sock

Sentences:

Tim hid the map in the pack.

The fast dog did slip on the slick dock.

Nick did pick up the stick and hit the puck.

The man ran to pick up the lock.

Rick had a rock stuck in his sock.
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